
Robin Spencer's 16 Photo Studio Survival Tips 
My 35+ years in this business has taught me many things. Mainly learning from the huge stupid mistakes I 
have made. What started out as a list of my 16 Studio Survival Tips has grown... 
 

1. This business if full of fakes, flakes and fly-by-nights. Do everything you can to 
clearly separate yourself from them. 

2. Like YouTube, our industry if full of FAKE "experts and gurus" happy to take 
your money or give you dubious advice. Never take their advice without checking 
their credentials first. 

3. Think of yourself as a business person first, not an artist 
4. But sell yourself as an artist 
5. Drop the ego (everyone hates arrogance and frankly you are probably not as good 

as you think you are) 
6. Reputation is everything. NEVER do anything unethical or shady. 
7. Dress like a successful professional, grungy photographers only work on TV  
8. Get really great at one thing, people will drive 100 miles for a "specialist" 
9. Have a unique look/style to your work. It should be instantly recognizable 
10. Study the portraits that have stood the test of time, the photographs and paintings  
11. Decide on how you want to present your business; artsy, classic, upscale, 

whimsical or discount then have a consistent look/feel to everything to support 
that image. 

12. Know what type of photography you do best, and worst. Some photographers and 
the general public mistakenly believe photographers photograph everything 
equally well, we don't.  

13. Know who your ideal potential customer is, and no it's not everybody. Draw a 
mental image of them. Use that mental image when pricing, packaging, and 
setting your design and style.  

14. Realize you can't do it all and be prepared to outsource some things. You simple 
don't have the skill or equipment to do it all well (Framing, mounting, printing, 
retouching, selling, web design) 

15. Less is more with equipment. Don't spend money on expensive equipment unless 
you can REALLY justify how it will pay for itself many times over. Only 
hobbyists can afford all the gadgets and shiny cool things. Professionals can't. 

16. But you do need two of everything, a camera and a good back up camera, two 
flashes etc. And yes, two sets of cars keys (you will at some point during a frantic 
wedding lock your keys in the car) 

17. Professionals need a professional handheld incident/flash meter, camera meters 
get fooled easily. Lighting ratios are critical, histograms won't tell you that.  

18. The two must have lenses for any kind of people photography are a fast 35mm 
and a fast 85mm (or equivalent in 35mm format) I am no longer a fan of zooms. 
Zooms are like a buffet, they have everything but nothing is great. They are 
typically heavy, not as sharp, not as fast, not as bright as a fast prime lens. 

19. Know your equipment cold, every button, every function, every limitation 
20. 20% of your images from every shoot should be new, new poses, new lighting... 

new ideas/experimental 
21. Learn slimming poses 



22. Learn slimming lighting 
23. Learn to relax people, everyone hates having their picture taken. 
24. Smiles sell! You can't get natural smiles from people that are not relaxed and 

comfortable. 
25. Set up automatic bank transfers to move a set dollar amount to a savings account 

weekly to save for your taxes and create an emergency fund. 
26. Never leave yourself cash poor. Pay all your bills yes, but keep a cash reserve. 
27. Think small in buying stock. Yes it's cheaper to buy thousands of bags, boxes and 

folders but a 90 day supply is more than enough. We are tempted to buy business 
cards buy in 1000's to save a few dollars but buy only a minimum quantity at first. 
I have thrown away thousands of business cards after deciding to change a line, 
make a correction or add something. 

28. Ask yourself can I get an equivalent quality service/product cheaper or free? What 
I used to pay $20/month for is now available better, bigger, faster and free. 

29. Network at a high level by joining a group like Rotary. Having a weekly lunch 
with the local top lawyers, accountants, CEO's and bank presidents is priceless  

30. Gain credibility, win awards, get testimonials and great reviews. 
31. Have quality Gift Certificates available for local charity auctions. But always 

have a display and get the name and contact info of the winner... follow up. 
32. Refer business to other quality/reputable studios when you are too busy, or if you 

are unable to handle a particular assignment. Only refer to photographers equal to 
or better than you, and who charge more. There is an old saying in this business 
"always send up, never send down" 

33. Make friends with other quality studios, send them overflow work when you can. 
You will soon get referrals back, if not stop referring work to them. This is a great 
way to book weddings in to dates that you and they have free. 

34. Don't rely heavily on one source. Either one lab; one source of income, one 
supplier or one client.  

35. Always know your REAL profit margin, and include your fixed costs like rent, 
insurance, telephone, internet, advertising, cell phone etc. 

36. Never pay commission on on-line proofing. 
37. Only hire assistants that have no interest in photography. You don't want to be 

training your future competition. Sorry, but wanna-be photographers are usually 
flakes with huge egos. Regular people show up on time, dress nice and take the 
job seriously. They also really appreciate the $40-80/hr. and don't find that wage 
beneath them. 

38. You must make a  Monthly Promotions Calendar to prevent slow months or 
opportunities that sneak up on you.  

39. Read every book you can find on sales, marketing and financial business 
management. 

40. Read Seth Godin, Brian Tracy, Ziz Ziglar on sales, marketing, business 
management and customer service. 

41. Know cold, your averages and profit margin and time involved for each service 
you offer. 

42. Never give a dollar discount, but do offer and incentive or bonus (free add on) to 
book or up sell. 



43. Never offer packages that are smaller than your average sale 
44. Price/arrange your larger packages so they they'd be crazy not to go for the better 

deal. 
45. Always offer upgrades and add-ons 
46. Always give clients a little something extra with their order.  
47. Discover quickly who the "real customer" is, who is the decision maker. Not 

always the same person. 
48. Always send a thank you card 
49. Recognize your sweet spot, the time of the day when you are mentally and 

physically at your best and schedule your most important appointments for then. 
50. Learn to recognize the cycles in this business. The yearly income/service cycles 

and the business lifetime cycles. Plan for them, budget for them. 
51. Meditate, yes really. I have been doing it since I was 14, it clears the mental 

clutter and lets you see clearly what is important. It is the secret of many moguls, 
millionaires and Fortune 500 executives. (start reading Arianna Huffington's 
THRIVE and Russell Simmons's Success Through Stillness: Meditation Made 
Simple) 

52. Yes you can price yourself out of the market. They love your work, you raise your 
prices. You get swamped with work, you raise your prices. You win some great 
awards, you raise your prices. Your ego gets big, you raise your prices. Seems 
like overnight you quickly get a reputation that you are overpriced, the phone 
stops ringing. Once you get that reputation it's hard to recover. I've seen it happen 
a dozen times. 

 
The big thing... Love what you do and have fun at it. Professional photography will 
provide you with a nice income, travel, happiness and many friends.  If ever you stop 
loving it or it no longer makes you happy... change it, fix what's wrong or move on. Life 
is short. 

 
In this business Mediocrity is Death! 
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